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                           O. INTRODUCTION
  This talk deals with certain moduli spaces Xc (depending on a parameter Åq) which
give partial resolutions of orbifold singularities (of the form C"/r for a finite sub-
group r of GL(n)). These were defined and studied in [SI94], as generalisations
of Kronheimer's hyper-K6hler gravitational instantons [Kro89] to dimensions higher
than 2. They can be viewed alternatively [SI94] as moduli spaces of stable bun-
dles, as representations moduli of quivers, or as Kahler quotients. For subgroups
of SU(2), Kronheimer [Kro89] showed that they give the minimal resolution of the
singularity when Åq is generic.i For subgroups of SU(3), some evidence exists [SI94]
that they coincide with the smooth crepant resolutions of C3/r whose existence was
predicted by Witten et al. [DHVW85, DHVW86], and established in the last decade
by Markusevich, Roan and It6 [MOP87, Roa90, Mar93, Roa93, It694, Roa94].
  In this talk I make a further contribution to the two-dimensional case by showing
that Kronheimer's result also holds when F is a cyclic subgroup of GL(2):
Theorem 1. The moduli spaces Xc coincide, forgeneric values ofC, with the mini-
mal resolution of (C2/r, for the case where r is a cyclic subgroup of GL(2).
  I will rely heavily on [SI94] for background and for the theorems describing the
moduli Xc. The plan of this paper is as follows. In gl I make some preliminary
remarks about geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotients. These enter in an essentia,1
way in the contruction of the moduli X(, which is given in g2. In g3, I state a theorem
which describes them in terms of toric geometry2 in the case where F is a cyclic group.
Finally, in S4 I sketch the proof of theorem 1.
  This is an expanded version of a t,alk given at the Kinosaki Symposium, Kinosaki, Japan; 24-29
October 1994
  iKronheimer actually shows a lot more t•han this.
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                l. VARIATION OF .4s.FFINE GIT QuoTIENTS
  [l]kls appeiidix centaiiis sei\ie elemeRta,ry remarks R.boiit Geeixetrlc IRvaria,Rt flrke-
ory (GI"I") quotients of afline varietle$, ancl the way t}}ey depei}d on the }inearisation.3
  Recall that if X is an affine variety, R = k[X] is its ring of regular functions, and
G a reductive group acting linearly on X, the affine GIT quotient of X by G is the
variety whose ring of regular functions is the G-invariant subring of R:
                            X//G = Spec RG.
More generally, if Åq is a character Åq: G - Åë' of C (i.e. a linea,risation of the trivial
bundle over X), theri the GIT quotient of X by a with respect to Åq is
                          X//Åq G = Proj RIxÅqIG,
                                             twhere G acts en the comp}ex variable zÅq via the character Åq.
  Note that if Åq is the trivial linearisation (denoted by O: G - 1) the G-invariant
part of R[zo] is nothing but RG[zo] so
            X//e G' xx Proj RIze]G xe Proj RG[xol ww Spec RG me X!1G.
For gei}era} Åq, gr&ding R[zÅq] by tke pewers of the variable zÅq, the degree-zero part
of R[zÅq]G is equal to RG. This shows [Har77, Ex. II.4.8.1 and Cor. II.5.16] that
X//Åq G is projective over X//G, and in particular [Har77, Theorem II.4.9] that the
map pc : X//Åq G - X//o G is proper. This map is induced from the inclusion of the
correspoftdiRg seml-st&b!e sets, and is an isomerpkism ofi the equivaleBce classes of
stab}e poii}ts. I# geRera}, tke semi-stable seÅí XSS(Åq) will be Z&riskl-epefi iR X, so if X
is irreducib}e, it will be dense if non-empty. If this is the case, pÅq is an epimorphism
which is one-one over the open set of stable points.
  The results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theerem 2. Let G be a reductive gregp acting giReGriy en an aptne vgriety X. Then
there are pro3'ective epimo-rphi$ms X/fÅq G - X/leG whieh are i$emerphism$ on the
eguivalence classes ef stable points.
                  2. CoNsTRucTIoN oF 'rHE MoDuLI X(
  IR tkis sectlefi, l recall the deflRitiexx &Rd geReral propertles of tke med{i}i XÅq [SI94].
']]hroughout the taik, r deBotes a finite grottp of order r acting ofi (2 I)f ÅqCn via
r c GL(n). The (left) regular representation of r is denoted ipR: r - AutR
               R : spanc(e.1ty ff r with action ipR(7)eb- := c:.b-).
DefiRe M := (? cb{e Exxd.r R. Let r &c{. eR both factors (oR Eixlic R by ceRjtiga,tloR)
and denote by MF the invariant sttbspa.ce.
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  C•hoosing a basis {qi} for e, an element a E M is represented by an n-tuple
(ai,...,a.) of endomorphisms of R which satisfy ct : IEIiqi Xai. An e}ement a
belongs to the invariant sub$pa,ce .iVtF iff its component$ satisfy the equiva.riance
cor}ditioR
(2•l) ÅíeSQ h')fti fti = ÅëRÅq7)ax- {l,R('y )-i, Vk,
                      i
where ipQ(ry) is the n Å~ n. rnatrix which gives the action of the element or on Q with
respect to the basis {qi}.
  The group GL(R) acts on M, (trivially on Q, by conjugation on End R):
(2.2) ai F--} J,aig-', gEGL(R).
The subgroup C' c GL(R) acts trivially, and one obtains a free action of GJ ::
GL(R)/(C'. The commutator $ubgroup GLF(R) (l.e. the endomorphisms of R which
cemmute with t•ke actiolt of r) acts oR Mr &Rd induces a free actieg of Gr :-wh
GLr(R)!ÅqC*.
  Defifie
(2.3) Ar := {aEMI[ai,a,•] == O}.
The points of vV (resp. .IVr ww MrnAX') consist of n-tuples (resp. equivariant n-tuples)
of commuting endomorphisms, and is acted upon by G (resp. Gr).
  Denoting by Z the space of characters of GF,4 one can form the quotients
                       XÅq :== A!'F//( GF, for Åq G Z.
Remark. ORe can identify N{" wlth complex stygctures on Q" Å~ R - 9' whick are
i#variaRÅí uRder tr&Rslations oft the base aftd gitder tke actieR of I'. Ix tkls way, XÅq
can be viewed as modttli of (very speclal) stable bttltdles [SI94, Chapter IV].
Proposition 1 ([SI94, Thm.3.4]). lfF acts freely outsidethe origin, then Xo Y ([2/r
as var2ettes.
  It turns out that the only non-st,able class in .J('o is the origin, so applying theoren) L)
gives the following corollary:
Corollary 1 (Partial Resolutions). IW},en r act.s" freely o2ttside the origin, t2?e
q'tgetie'nSs .X' Åq gre partiai 're$ol?tt.io?i$ ef ti}e i$ogaSe{i siits'{tla?'ii.y Q/r, 'i.c. the'y a(lmit
p'repc'?' 5?1?'gtienai maps te qlr 'it,k.iej}. fi's'e i.s'e;}ie}-?Y?i$?;},.s e2ttside the crigi?}, i?} q!r.
Rc'ma'rk. Other general prope.rties ef XÅq (l(lentificat•iofi wit}} Kahler ({[iotlei]ts, ex'ls-
tence of ALE metrics) are studied in [SI9. 4, Chapter IV].





3. MODULI FOR ABELIAN GROUPS AND FLOWS ON THE MCKAY QUIVER
  A qui,ve'r is an oriented graph, possibly with multiple arrows and loops. A rep're-
$entatton of a quiver is a realization of its diagram of vertices and arrows in some
category: it corresponds to replacing the vertices by objects (e.g. vector spaces) and
the arrowsby morphisms between the objects. If we require the morphisms to satisfy
certain relations between them, we say we have a, representation of a guiver with
relations. There is a natural notion of isomorphism of two representations, and one
can thus form representation moduli: many problems in linear algebra5 can then be
expressed as representation moduli problems for quivers.
  The only quiver I shall be concerned with is the McKay quiver 9F,Q, which is a
quiver naturally associated to a representation (? of a finite group r. The spaces
X( can be viewed as representations moduli of the McKay quiver subject to certain
relations [SI94, Chapter III]. The details will not concern us; it suflices to know that,
applied to the case of abelian groups, this relates Xc (via toric geometry) to an n-
dimensional convex polyhedron Cc. It turns out that this polyhedron is closely related
to a classical linear programming problem which is known to network optimization
theorists as the "transportation problem". In order to state the results, I will need to
review some notions regarding the McKay quiver, and regarding flows in networks.
3.1. The McKay Quiver. From now on, I write g for the McKay quiver 2p,Q.
Its vertices 9o label the irreducible representations Ro,...,R.-i of r and the arrows
describe how the tensor product of e with each irreducible decomposes into a sum
of irreducibles. Specifically, there are aiJ• arrows from the vertex i to the vertex i
where aij• is the non-negative integer appearing in the following decomposition into
irreducibles
(3.1) Qx Ri =OajiRj•
                                    j
In other words, the multiplicities (aiJ•) form the ad]'acency matrix of 2.
3.2. The Abelian Case. In the abelian case, there are r = firl irreducible represen-
tations Ro,...,R.-i of r, all of dimension one. Itherefore identify the vertex set of
2 with fi, the dual group to r. I always identify r with a subgroup of C'" c GL(n),
and therefore fi with a product of finite groups Z.,. The group operation is denoted
additively. Let us see an example.
  Let r == itts C (C' be the group of 5-th roots of unity, acting on (C3 with weights
tvi = 1, iv2 = 2 and zv3 = 3 (this action is denoted symbolically by g(1,2,3)). The
character group fi is the additive group Z,s of integers modulo 5 and there are arrows
from z, to z, - zv (niod 5) forvE {O,...,4} and zLi ci {1,`2,3}. The quiver looks like
that in figure 1 below:









            MG\RE l. The McKay qglver for the &ctioR }(l,2,3).
  In general, the McKay quiver for a cyclic group pt. acting with weights wi, . . . , uJ. is
similar. There are r vertices {O,...,r-l} and nr arrows of the form at := v el v-wi
(med r) fer vE {C,...,r-l} aRd i me l,•..,n•
  The McKay quiver for a cyclic group thus comes equipped with an extra structure
in which each arrow is labelled by the (index of the) weight which corresponds to it;
the arrews at for v E {g, . . . ,r - l} wlll be cal}ed, for $hort, g?'rews ef weight i.
3.3. The Moduli Xc as representation moduli. I mentioned earlier that Xc
could be identified with representation moduli6 of 2r, and that this leads to a com-
plete de$criptigR of XÅq iR the case where r is abeliag. I wi}} e"tlii}e the mallt sÅíeps of
this identification below, and state the theorem which describes XÅq for the simpler
case of cyclic groups.
  Firstly, the space MF can be ldeRtified wkh t}}e space ÅqCQi = Map(2i,C). IR other
werd$, an element a cerrespofids uniquely to an asslgxxmenÅí a of complex numbers
to the arrows of the McKay quiver. The subvariety A!'r' corresponds to assignments
which satisfy certain quadratic relations between the arrows of the form
(3.2) `ll(a`.' )Cl(a'.im.,)- Cl(a3.' )a(at-.,)= O, for all v,i,i
One might suspect at this point that the description of XÅq will involve these quadratic
rel&tioRs. Tke surprisiRg thlRg ls that it doeslt't.
  For a finite set ,xl, denote by {{ l]A the set of maps A - Q. This is a vectorspace
with a natural ba$is given by the characteristic functions x. (a ff A) which take the
value 1 on the element a and zero elsewhere.
  Ift the quiver pictgre, the chaTaeter grotip of GLRR) correspoRds to the }a,ttice
Z20. The charact,er group of GF corresponds to the sublattice ZoQO := {Åq E Z2o :
XvEQ, Åq(V) = O}.
  The medllli XÅq correspoi'}d tc toi'ic va,rieties defeed by a polyhedi'gi} CÅq { Qn,
which is obtained from the McKay quiver and the value of Åq by a genera,lisation of
t,he clas$ical "transportation problem" familiar to network optimiza,tion and linear
programmiRg specialists. [I"he imporka,i}t point is tha,t lt caR be ca!ctila.ted witl}out





any reference whatsoever to equations (3.2). In order to describe CÅq, I need to
introduce the basic concepts of network fiow theory.
3.4. Flows in Networks. Any quiver has a natural map 0: Qgi - ÅqQl90, defined
by
                    0(f)(v):- 2 f((t)- 2 f(a).
                             aEln(v) vEOut(v)
This can be thought of as follows: imagine that the vertices 2o represent the location
where a certain comodity is produced or consumed, and the arrows between them
the itineraries by which the commodity can be transported. For any flow f of com-
modities (i.e. assignment of integers to the arrows 9i) the quantity af represents
the net excess of goods which results at each given location (i.e. vertex).
  Given an element C E ZQO one can ask which non-negative flows f satisfy the equa-
tion af = C. The answer is a convex polyhedron FÅq called the solution polyhedron
for the transportation problem on 2.7 The polyhedron CÅq is the projection of this
polyhedron by the map T: QQi - Q" which sends the basis vectors corresponding
to the arrows of weight i (x.t,v E 2o) to the i-th basis vector ei of Q". We will call
Cc the Åq-solution polyhedron for the generalised transportation problem for (9, T).
  The theorem which describes X( precisely is the following one:
Theorem 3. Let T be the cyclic group oforder r acting on (2 with weights (toi,...,w.).
Then the character group Z of GF is given by Zo20. For any Åq E Zo20, the moduli
space XÅq is the toric variety 7{M'C(, where M is the sublattice of Z" defined by
                                1
                   M:== {m E Z"I-(wi,...,w.)•m E Z},
                                r
and CÅq = T(]Fc) is the Åq-solution polyhedron for the generalised transportation problem
on the McKay quiver.
Remark. In Chapter V of [SI94] the polyhedra Cc are described in more detail. In
particular, a recipe is given to determine the number of extreme points and singular-
ities of all the Cc at once.
  The polyhedron CÅq for the value Åq = (-1, -1, -1, -1,4) is shown in figure 2. The
corresponding trees, flows and coordinates of the extreme points appear in figure 3.
 It is immediately apparent from figure 2 that X( has a singularity at the extreme
point (1,3,1): the tangent cone there has four generators. The other extreme points
are the intersection of three faces: in order to determine whether they are in fact
singular or not one must check whether the primitive generators in M c Z3 of the
ta,ngent cone a,ctually generate AI. In this case it turns out that they do, so they are
smooth points. The moduli space Xc 'in this case is therefore a partial resolution,
with a remaining singularity of the type "cone over a rational double point".









FIGuRE 2. CÅq for g(1,2,3), Åq = (-1,-1,-1,-1,4), giving a partial


















  The moduli
singular: it is a
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space X( in figure 4 on the other hand is
full resolution ofthe singularity g(1,2,3).
                        o
z
o
easily checked to be non-
  FIGuRE 4. Cc for g ,2,3), Åq = (9,8, -3, -2, -12), giving a smooth resolution.
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        FIGuRE 5. Extreme flows for g(1,2,3), C = (9,8,-3,-L),-12).
  Another example (this time for r c SU(3)) is shown in figure 6. In this case,
the pol.vhedron is a,ga,in non-singular. In fact, using a, coinputational method given
                                -107- .
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in [SI94, Chapter V], one shows that, for this action, Xc is non-singular (and further-
more crepant) for any generic value of Åq.
                    146
                   {[--, --, -], [-9, 2, 2, -13. 4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2])
                    11 11 11
z
o
            FIGuRE 6. Smooth Crepant Resolution for ilr(1,4,6)
                    4. CycLIc SuBGRoups oF GL(2)
4.1. 0rbifold Singularities. Let r = pt., the cyclic group of order r, acting on C"
diagonally with weights wi,...,w.. Let
                               1
                  M := {m E Z" l-(wi,...,w.)•mE Z},
                               r
and denote by Co the first quadrant in Q" = MQ8. Dual to these are
                       N = Z'" + Z!(tvi,. . . , wn),
                                 r
and the first quadrant a = CoV in Q'" = NQ (see Appendix A for the notation).
  The moduli spa,ce Xo is given in toric notation by X'o = {iiM'CO = 'T'N,.. This is of
course isomorphic to the quotient Cn/r.





4.2. Minimal Resolutioms in Dimension L). In two dimensions, the objects abovff
ca,n be related as follows. Let L: Q2 - Q2 be given r tin)es the rotation of the plane
by rr/2, i.e. L(x,y) = (-ry,rar). Then, ideRtifying Z2 with Z2' in the standard way,
we ha.ve
                       M = LÅqN) c Z2 c fv c Q2.
  The minima} resoltttion of {C2/r is obta,iRed by subdividing ff iR the fol}owiftg
way [Oda88, Prop. 1.19]. Let ÅqS} c a denote the convex hall of a fi N X {e}. Denote
by 6e the boundary of e. Imagine traveling along 60 from (O,+oo) to (+oo,O) and
denote by lo,li,...,l.+i the lattice points of N encountered along the way, in that
order (thus ext e = {lo,..,,l,-}, with the points indexed according to their order
along 6G)). Let Åí denote the fan obtained by subdividing cr by the rays determine.d
by the vectors li for i = 1 to s.9 Then the minimal resolution of X == C2/r is





    FIGuRE 7. The minimal resolution of g(1,2) constructed by toric means.
  Using the isomorphism L, one can translate the staternent above into the following
lemma.
Lemma 1- Let C6 = QÅqc Å~ QÅre denete the .s"ecgnd g2tadrant in Q2, and iet e' de?zote•
thg eenvex hii ig ef C6 A MX {e}. Let x,i := L( ii ) fe ?' i ww- e, . . . ,$ + l. Th gn vg, . . . , zi,"
are th.e lattice points efM one en.coi"}te•}'s as o•R,e t'raveis along the boun,ga?'y 5e' of
O' from (-oo,O) to (O,+oo).
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Proof. Wbllows form the fact that Co, AJ and (E) get mapped re.$pectively to (J'6, A4




FIGuRE 8. A picture of (E)' for the minimal resolutiorm of g(1,2).
4.3. Proving that XÅq is the minimal resolutions for generic Åq. Let XÅq denote
the fan determiRed by the po}yhedro# CÅq c Atfo. IR dimexxsion 7", tke fai} :Åq is
described by the following lemma, whose proof is a,gain obviou$.
Lemma 2. Let voÅq,...,vtC+i denote the primitive vectors (in M?, representiny the
directions of the edge$ of the boundary of Cc as one travels along it from (+oo,O) to
(O,+oo) (note that this orientation i$ epposite to the orientation of6e?. Then :• Åq i$
ghe subdivisien ef ff 5y thg rays co?'respenciing to t.he 't,ecteTts l5• :me L-i(v,Åq•) (E fV.
  The following proposition implies Theorem l and also the fact that the XÅq are
(partia,1) toric blowups of ÅqC2/r for any Åq.
PrepositioR 2. Let n = 2 and get Åí (lenote th,e fan, ce•r'respo7},ding to the minimag
re.s'ektti.en ef {C2fr, as described abo've. TheR,, fo?' (tny Åq,, She fan E] i$ a .szz5dtwi-.gf.e?i
of Åíc and the tzvo fans coinclde fo'r gE'n,e•ric Åq.
  Since it is slightly messy, a full proof of the proposition will be postponed till a
coming paper; I will content myself here w•ith a brief sketch.
  BÅrr }emmR.s l ai}d i), it ls sgraciew}t {o prove {•}ka•t•
  (l) the set {'{;g,...,v5+i} is a subset of ext(i)' ww {tro,...,v,-}-" aRcl,





4.3.1. Sketch proof of (I? - Part 1. 0rient the boundary of CÅq from (+oo,O) to
(O, +cxD), and let v be a generator for one the boundary segments, chosen so that v
is primitive in M. Because Cc is convex and contained in Co, we have v C C6 X {O}.
Hence, it only remains to show that v E ext G)'.
  For this, recall that CÅq is the image of Fc c (Q)96 under the projection T: (Q)Qi - Q2.
Suppose that x is the extreme point of Cc out of which v ema,nates and let f E FÅq
be any fiow such that T(f) = x (and Of = Åq). Then v must be the image under T of
a flow g satisfying 0g = O (and which must be non-negative outside supp f). At this
point, I will pause to explain the notion of a simple flow. The rest of the proof will
consist in proving that g must be simple, and this will imply that v E ext O'.
4.3.2. Simple flows. Any flow g such that ag = O must have a support which is a
union of cycles. More precisely, it is possible to decompose g into a sum of non-zero
flows gi which satisfy 0gi = O.
Definition. Two flows h, h' are called conformal ifthey do not take values ofopposite
signsiO on any arrow.
  If one insists in a conformal decomposition, namely one in which the g' are confor-
mal to g, then one obtains a finite number of flows gi which cannot be decomposed
(conformally) any further. We call the resulting flows simple flows. There may in
general be many conformal decompositions of g into simple flows, but that will not
concern us.
4.3.3. Sketch Proof of (1? - Part 2.
Claim. The fiow g is simple.
Proof. Decompose g into a positive integral linear combination of conformal non-zero
simple flows gi such that agi = O. Since all the gi can be added to f without making
it negative, F( contains the convex polytope
                         {f+2AigilO f{ Ai Åq- i}. -
Applying T and writing ui := T(gi), one deduces that C( must contain the convex
polytope
                         {x+2AiuilO s{ Ai Åq- i},
which itself contains the element x+v. If all the tti are not equal, then the inclusion
above would imply that x + v is in the interior of CÅq, contradicting the assumption
that v is an edge of CÅq. Hence all the simple flows appearing in the decomposition
of g have the same image - say u - under T and z) must be a multiple of u. But
since v is assumed'to be a primitive vector, this multiple must be one and there can
be only one such simple How. Hence the flow g is itself was already, simple. D
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  The proof of (1) is now completed by the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Letg be a stnzple flow .s2Lch that ag = O and 7r(g) E C6. Then rr(yt) G
ext et.
Preof. (Sketck) Sgppose t}'Årak.7e := g(gÅr Åë ext e'. Slf}ce two a,dj&cegt }kkice points
of Af oit the bollndary of G}' form & basls of Af, there exi$t vi and v2 in exte' such
that ve = vi + v2. We know that vO,vi, v2 belong to the lattice M. There must be a
flow gi which is conformal to y and such that 7r(gi) : vi. Thusg admits a conformal
decomposition, so cannot be simple. 8
This completes the sketch of the proof of (1).
4.3.4. Sketch Proof of (2?. Let x be an extreme point of Cc, where the ingoing edge
of 6CÅq (i.e. to the left of x) is vi and the outgoing edge (to the right ef x) is some
vectorvE extg'. We show that ifv is &Rything but v{ÅÄi, theR Åq is Rot geReric.
  Let f E EÅq be a rep:esentative for x, l.e. & fiow such that g(f) = x. This f
caxx be chgseR so tkat suppf forms a sp&RniBg tree in the McKay qulver by ISI94,
Lemma V.3.24]. Since x is an extreme point of eÅq, there exists a simple fiow gi such
that agi = O, T(gi) = vi and f + gi is not admissible. This means that f(a) = O for
some arrow a on which gi is negative. In fact, f must vanish on exactly one such
arrow, because if not, sorne component of C must be zero, contradicting the genericity
assumption. The flow f +g' then, is negative on exactly one arrow. Therefore there







9. The situa,tion a,t the first extreme point of CÅq for the case g(1, L)).





                     ApPENDIx A. TORIC VARIETIms
  Toric varieties provide a dictionary between compactifications of n-dimensiona,l
complex &lgebraic torl aRd the coRvex geometry of polyhedral sets IR Q". There a,re
two d"&} &ppyeackes Åío studylxg tcrlc varleties &Rd ri}a#y dlffereRt Retatlogs. The
pgrpose of tk}s appendlx is to give &# IRtrodttctlog ik :iotatloR vvhlch l believe i$
coxxvenieRÅí (lt's a}so largely compat,ible wit}} the itotatloR in [Ocla88]). StaRdar{il ref-
erences for proofs and further details are the survey article [Dan78], the introductory
book [Ful93], or the references [Oda88, KKMSD73].
  Let M denote an integer lattice of rank n and N itg. dnal lattice N = Homz(M, Z).
A.1. Affine Toric Varieties. Every complex algebraic torus has a group of char-
acters which is an integer lattice M. The torus can be written as
                            TM := SpecCiM],
whlch, as a set of (closed) polnts, caR be thegght of as the group homomorphlsrcs
Homz(M,Åë'). For convenlence, l alse lntroduce the dual notation TN := ?V XzÅë' me
TM.
  Let S be a finitely generated semi-group that generates the lattice M as a group.
Then its group algebra ÅqC[S] is finitely generated and the inclusion (C[S] g (C(M]
induces an equivariant afline embedding of the torus TM:
(A.1) T"g7iS :== Spec C[S].
in fact, siRce S geRerates M, CI"M acts freely oR ZiiS wlth a deRse orbit, i.e. i7S is axx
equiv&riaRt compactlftcation of TM. A variety is called a terie vgf't'ety if lt kas ak
action of a complex algebr&lc torus with a deRse orbit; the variety 7'S is called the
afiine toric variety determined by S. Thus one has a correspondence
     Finitely Generated Semi-Groups . (Abstract) Affine Toric Varieties
                  .S' H ITTS.
'I'he (closed) points of the scheme Spec (C[S] correspond to maximal ideals of (C[S],
and hence to (kernels of) C-algebra homomorphisms C[S] -, C. Any such morphism
i$ induced by a semi-group homomorphism from (S, +) to the multiplicative semi-
group of complex fitimbers (Åq{ ;, •). [l]h{is, oR the point level,
                       Spec ÅqC[Sl = HOMs.greup(S, Åë)'
  Giving generatorS mi, .. . ,m, for the semi-group S st,tbject• to relations
                     Åí ctiJ• mj = 2 biJ mj, i= 1, ,..,k
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for ai,',bi, E Z+ identifies the points of Spec (C[.` ] with the subvariety of (Cr given by
the mof}oftila} eq!iatlons
(A.2) Iff X,aij -1ff X,btj, i-th 1,...,k.
                      j' J'
In other words (A.2) determines an ideal of C[Xi,...,X,] and Spec (C[S] just corre-
sponds to the subvarieÅíy defined by this ideal. From this description it is easy to see
tke followlRg crlterloft fc!' the $mootkRess of ii'S:
Lemma 4. The ath'ne toric variety IT'S is smooth zf and only ifS is a free semi-group.
  When the semi-group S is saturated (i.e. ns G S,n År O o s E S), then C[S] is
normal, i.e. integral}y closed in its field of fractions, and we get a normal afine variety
l'S; lfk most cases this ls take# to be pftrt of tke defiRit}oR of a toric vafiety. The
reasoxx ls that the coxxdltion of being saturated ailows oRe to obtain such semi-groups
by intersecting the lattice M with the convex polyhedral cone C c MQ generated by
the elements of S [Oda88, Prop. 1.1]. This gives a functor
     Convex Ration&l Polyhedral Cones - (Normal) Arane Toric Varieties
                   C H ifCflM.
The toric variety TC"M is smooth if and only if U can be generated by a basis of M.
Such cones will be ca11ed basic or non-singular with respect to M.
A.2. Genera} Teric Varieties. In fact, because of the contravariant nature of the
abgve fwactor, lt ls more cemmoR te ceitsldey tke dual p!cÅígre iR NQ. The dnai cene
to CK MQ ls the cone
                   CV := {n G fVQ : Åqn,mÅr k O, Vm E C}•
Taking the dual again gives back the original cone, We define in this way a covariant
fuRctor
      CoRvex Rational Polyhedra} CoRes in NQ - Arane llroric Varieties
                       a H TN,. :,., iiia VnM.
This functor satisfies the following key property.
Lemma 5. ijT S ff, i.e,. ifT is aface efg (giz,en., $ay, 5y S.aki?}g the i'R,te?'sectien 2L?it.h
the h.yper-?)lane dets?'mined 5y an eieme??t -m Åq{i Ad? t,hen TN,, i$ '2?.aktraggy an open
sitbset of TN,. (defined by the eondition tt(m) ytE O for it E Hom,.y,,.p(aV n M, ((] )?.
  In thi$ way, one ca,n glue together collections of cones in NQ, with apprepriate
compa,tibility conditions under t•he opera,tions Qf intersection a,nd rest•ricting to a
fa.ce: t}Åre.se ce}}ect,io#s are cftl}e{]l fan,s. [l]}}e cogkpR,ti})ility cokÅqillt•ioRs re{;lti}ye{il for t}/ie
coiies of a fa,R E•] are
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  (`2) 'Irhe intersection of two cones in Åí is a face of each.
Tkese coftdiÅí,io#s ells{ire tkat efie caR glue {,oge{,}}er a,#y Ta &xxd iZ'.i a.lcRg Taa.s,
siRce the ia,tter ls an open set of each, and fttrthermore, Åíhat the dia,gonal map
T.n., c-" T. Å~ T., is a closed embedding. The result is that we obtain a, normal
irreducible toric variety TÅí = TN,x which is Hausdorff as an analytic space,
  We denote by IEI (ww: NQ the union of the cones of Åí and call it the support of E•.
A.3. Teric Morphisms.
Definition. A map offans ip: (IV',:"') - (N, St"") is a Z-linear homomorphism ip: N' -
N whose scalar exteiision ipap: ?V6 - NQ satisfies the following property: for each
a' E Åí', there exists o G E] such that ipQ(a') {; a.
Lemma 6 ([Oda88, Thm. I.l31). A map ef faT}$ ip: N' - N determines a. mor-
phism of toric varieties Tdi: TN,,Åí, - TN,Åí which is eqntvariant with respect to the
action$ of TNt and TN.
  Lemma 6 provides a dictionary for studying rnaps between toric varieties by study-
iRg tke cerrespoRdi#g liite&y maps ef lattices.
Proposition 3 ([Oda88, Thm. 1.i5]). The map
                           Tdi : TN,,Åí, - TN,x
is proper of and only zf
                             ,p-i(IE]b - IX'l•
  Taking the second lattice to be zero, we see that a toric variety TN,,Åít is compact
if and only if 1Åí'1 =: N6, in which case the fan Åí' itself is called complete. Let us see
some examples of toric morphisms.
A.3.}. Nnite Qgetients. CoRslder the case whefi N' is g Z-sgbraedule of N of finige
index and Åí' == Åí. We write X' and X for the corresponding varieties:
Lemma 7 ([Oda88, Cor. 1.16, p.2".t.],[Fu193, g2.2]). V'Vith the data as above, 'tve' have
                               x = x'/r,
i.e. X' --År X eeincide$ zL,ith the p'rojecti.e??, efX' with rc'$peet te natural action ef thÅí
finite group
               r xe N/N' Y Hoinrm, (rv1'/IVI,C') xe ker[TN, --" 7'N]•
Here A•f' is the dual of N' and ?Is nat'it•rally an over-lattice of M. There is a 'itn2Ique
pGi'ri??,g A•f' Å~ N -'ÅqQ]IZ whi,ch e.'i'te??.ds Sk,e pfiii'i,?}s$ Af Å~ N ---År Z esnd M' Å~ A' --, Z;
th,i.g gi'vc'.s' 'rise te a cano7zicai pa•i,'ring
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which we compose with the homomorphism Q/Z -'P2M{ ) (C' to ident?lfy F with
Homz(M'/M, (C'). if we identify ry E r with the rno'rphism n. : M' - Q/Z such that
n.(M) c Z, the actilon is given by
(A.3) or•x'(m')=exp(2TiÅqn.,m'År)x'(m'),
for x' E T.t•
Example 1. Take the cone a generated by the vectors ni = (1,O) and n2 =(1,2) in
IV = Z2. This is non-basic, since det(l g) = 2. The dual cone aV in M is generated
by the column vectors mi = (O,1)T and m2 = (2,-1)T. These do not generate
M fi aV as a semi-group: a third generator m3 = (l,O)T is needed. The relation
mi +m2 = 2m3 shows that TN,. is isomorphic to the singularity XiX2 = X32 in C3.
  If we consider N' = Zni O Zn2 c N, then M' = ;Zmi O }Zm2; the semi-group
M'naV is generated by the basis ml = Smi and mS = im2 of M'; and X' = TNt,a =
SpecC[X{, X6] = (C2. The relations
                             mi = 2ml
                             m, = 2mS
                             m,=ml+mS
show that the quotient map X' - X is induced by
                        C2 - C3
                       (ll,) - (Sl3iil,)•
and this exhibits the variety XiX2 = X32 as the quotient of C2 by Z2 == IV/N'. The
generator or == (1,1) acts, according to (A.3) by
                   7X{ = exp(27ri(1,1) (i62))X{ = -x{
                   7X5 = exp(2Ti(1, 1) (.tf,))X,' = -X5.
Note that X{2,X2"2 and X{X5 are indeed generators of the sub-ring of Z2-invariant
polynomials in C[Xl, X,' , X5].
Example 2 (Cyclic singularities). More generally, suppose F == sL,, a, cyclic group
of order r, acting with weights zvi,...,zv.. Let
                   M :== {m E Z"I!(tvi,...,t(i.) • 77? E Z},





and denote b.v Co the first quadrant in (Q)" = IL(fQ. Dual to these are
                                   l
                        N = Z'n + Z-(wi,.. .,zv.),
                                   r
and the first quadrant a == CoV in Q'" = NQ. Then the singula,rity Xo = C"/F is
isoi:norphic to IT'M'Co. If Åíe denotes the fan in N consisting of the cone Co and all its'
f&ces, thea Xg = TN,xe•
A.3.2. Resolutions. Instead of keeping the fan fixed and refining the lattice, we can
keep the lattice fixed and subdivide the fan, namely replace Åí by a fan Åí' in such
a way that the cones of Åí are unions of cones in Åí'. Proposition 3 implies that the
a}orpkism X' :== TN,x, ---År X := TN,x is proper, ay}d siRce it is anisomorphism on the
b}g terus TN,e = TN, k ls actu&lly biratiengg as well.
Example 3. Take X as in example 1, and split o into two cones by drawing the
half-line from the origin through the point (1,1). This gives a variety X' which is
RoR-singular and is the resollltion of X. The map X' - X blows down the curve
correspondiRg to tke oke-dlmeRsioxxa} coRe gefierated by (l, l).
  In g4 I describe a well-known procedure for computing the minimal resolution of
cyclic abelian singularities in dimension 2 (and then show that it coincides with XO.
A.4. Teric Varleties and Ceftvex Pelyhedra. Let #s go hack tc the orlgiR&l
vectorspace MQ. Any coRvex polyhedroit P g MQ of full dimension determines a
unique fan Åíp and we define I7M'P:xeZTN,Åí.. The. cones in the fan Åíp are the. duals
in NQ of the tangent cones to P at its faces F. If F is a face of P then the tangent
cone to P at F is the convex cone
   TFI' := Q+(f' - F) == {A(p- f) :pE }',fG F,AE QÅÄ}, for acy fE ii}t F.
When I' = {p} E ext 1', the tangent cone of P at p coincides with the usual notion.
It is e.asy to check that in fact, the fan Åíp consists of the duals of the tangent cones
to P a,t lts extreme points aleng with all their faces. From this it follows that if
P = Åq•' is a corwex coxxe iR MQ tkexx IT'M,C .. ii'C"M.
Re'nzct?"k". The correspondence between polyhedra and varieties is many-to-one: mul-
tiples and translates of the same polyhedron determine the same fan; the extra, data
specified by P turns out to correspond to an arxrple TM-equivariant line bundle
LP -, iTTP [eda88i. (Actua.l}y, oRly polyheclra w}}ese vei'tices are IRtegra•l peiRts
of tV give rlse to genuine line btmdles: ratiofial po}ykedra can hoNvever be vlevvred as
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A.5. The Proj Construction. In fact, there is a direct constrttction of TM'P which
avei{tls iRtroditcing fafts aRd piecevvise liRear fxmctlcRs.
  Given a polyhedr"on P c MQ, consider the lattice M : rm Z Å~ M and the polyhedral
cone CP C MQ associated to P, i.e. t,he closure of the cone on P:
                     CP : : QÅre({l} Å~ P) C MQ =QÅ~ M•
The group algebra of the corresponding semi-group is Åë[CP A Mtw ] and is a finitely
generated graded Åë-a}gebra, whe;e the grading is incluced by the first coordlRate.
Flfially, define
(A.4) 7"'P := Proj C[CPn .V].
If P is a coewex coRe, tk}s RotatieR is cempatible with the oRe original}y defiBed for
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